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of   nation   states   to   respond  quickly   to   such,  which  has  been   their   approach up   till   now  for   countering 
terrorism. This puts nations in a defensive mode where they are impacting heavily on their own society. It 








the  asymmetric   threats  of   terrorism and   IW,  and  a  hybrid   form of  asymmetric  warfare   is   ‘Information 
Terrorism’.  Considering   that,   as  contended  by  Wilson   (2005),   recent   terrorist   events  have  produced  the 





















terrorism is   to  cause  ‘terror’   to  the people  and  for   this   reason  it   is  difficult,  given  the current  state of 
information technological advancement, for Information Terrorism to be effective. They clarify this by noting 
this will change as cultural values change and society becomes more dependent on technology. Therefore, at 
















Additionally,   as   attested   by   Wilson   (2005),   the   computer   networks   that   operate   a   nation’s   critical 
infrastructures now represent the nation’s ‘underbelly’. However, the software that operates them has proven 
vulnerable to attack through cyber crime, viruses, worms and other malicious code. Increasing the impact of 











non­state   actors   conducting   terrorism   (Terrorist  Groups)  will   conduct   electronic   raids  on  vital   national 
systems controlled by computers. They allege that fear is no longer based on the prospect of violence because 






“Advanced societies are moving to a new place; call it the ‘infosphere’ or ‘Cyberspace’. In the  
journey to this new place, humankind will bring with it old impulses and needs: the need to connect,  
to  converse,  to  share  intimacies,  to  conduct  commerce…will  also  bring  with  it  the  impulse  to  
violence, conflict and war.” 
This observation conjures several scenarios of Information Terrorism. These include altering formulas for 















not   engage   a   superior   force   in   the   physical   environment   they   conduct   selected   acts   in   the   physical 
environment, such as bombings and small scale attacks, to shape the information environment. These acts can 
help   achieve   objectives   in   the   information   environment   and,   ultimately,   in   the   physical   environment. 
Therefore, terrorists who lack military parity achieve their ultimate objectives by being successful in the 
information  environment,   and  this  highlights   the  effectiveness  and   reasoning   for   Information  Terrorism. 




“…investigators  have  accumulated  intelligence  about  Al  Qaeda's  interests  and  skills  in  using  
cyberspace to launch an attack. Many experts believe terrorists could likely combine such a cyber-
based disruption with a real-world physical attack to amplify the impact. We're troubled by the fact  
that a number of  people related to Al Qaeda -- including Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, who was  
recently arrested and was the chief operating officer... have [a] technical background. Recently, a  
student at the University of Idaho was arrested by the FBI for alleged terrorist connections, and he 
was studying in a PhD program on cyber security. So, I think, similarly to the fact that some of the  
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Sept. 11 hijackers had training in flight training, some of the people that we're seeing now related to 
Al Qaeda had training in computer security.” 
Clarke, only a year before and contrary to the above testimony, is cited via Conway (2003, p.39) saying he did 
not like to use the words’ cyber terrorism because “most terrorists have not engaged in information warfare 










Enhancing the future impact of  Information Terrorism is  that  new technologies will  pose new risks and 
demand new responses   to   those  risks.  This   includes   terrorist  usage of   information for  attacking  nations 
(Anderson, 1999). Clarifying this effect and possible change required for national security is  an indirect 
example given by Schwartau (2001, p.2), who cites that:
“While Western Militaries struggle for a decade on average to acquire new weapons, a country  
with commercially  available  computer  equipment  and less rigorous democratic and accounting  
processes could field new systems within a few years. It is the stuff of military nightmares.” 
Also of particular interest is that terrorism has been rooted consistently in Chinese society with no lapses in 
operation like much of the rest of the world (Thomas, 2004). Considering China is a prominent nation and 












• can be used to put together profiles;
• access can be controlled or its use directed according to the server configuration, thus  
creating a true ideological weapon;
• can be used anonymously, or as a shell game to hide identities;
• produces an atmosphere of virtual fear or virtual life;
• can help a poorly funded group to raise money;
• is an outstanding command and control mechanism;
• is a recruiting tool;
• is used to gather information on potential targets;
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• puts distance puts distance between those planning the attack and their targets;
• can be used to steal information or manipulate data;
• can be used to send hidden messages;
• allows  groups  with  few resources  to  offset  even  some  huge  propaganda  machines  in  
advanced countries;
• can be used to disrupt business;
• can mobilise a group or Diaspora, or other hackers to action;
• takes advantage of legal norms; and
• can be used to divert attention from a real attack scenario. 
These measures highlight the value of the Internet to groups conducting terrorism. Weimann (2006), who 
monitored and archived terrorist Web sites for eight years, validates this by explaining that terrorists are now 













all   fronts.   On   the   non­technical   (soft)   side   transnational   terrorist   groups   are   becoming   increasingly 
empowered   by   media   outlets   that   present   their   position   unaltered   and   unfiltered   by   governments   or 
communication laws. They are using cellular phones, the Internet, and alternate news sources to do this. On 
the technical (hard) side, a growing danger is terrorists’ slow but steady acquisition of digitally enhanced 








symphasisers  are already embedded  in societies  with a  large  information  technology workforce (Wilson, 








































































Another positive consideration for national  security  is  given by Post  et  al  (2000).  They  identify  that,   in 
contrast to the powerful group dynamics of traditional terrorist groups, those groups relying upon networked 











As this  paper  highlights,   the   topic  of   Information Terrorism is  diverse and relatively new in   its  nature. 
However, after reviewing the applicable literature, the conduct of Information Terrorism is interpreted as:
A non-state  actor’s  premeditated  and asymmetrical  warlike  conduct  of  information 
activities to fulfil their ethos, foster mass acts of terror and/or affect and disrupt the  
security and/or well-being of a nation or series of nations. This is done to:
• appropriately effect and manage a change in a target audience’s perception;
• market philosophical propaganda so a target public’s governance, livelihood 
and will is influenced through fear;
• operate advantageously, efficiently, effectively and efficaciously; and
• preserve themselves from activities by allies, competitors and adversaries.
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This   paper   also   implies   that   the   threat   of   Information   Terrorism   is   contributing   to   a   new   security 
environment, and a plethora of commentators reviewed in the literature, many of which are given in this 
paper, espouse a whole range of solutions to intervene and counter this threat. However, this observation 
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